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Batik is both an art and a craft, which is becoming more popular and well known in the
West as a wonderfully creative medium. The art of decorating cloth in this way, using wax
and dye, has been practised for centuries. In Java, Indonesia, batik is part of an ancient
tradition, and some of the finest batik cloth in the world is still made there. Batik actually
come from the Javanese word amba (‘to write’) and nitik (‘to dot’).
To make a batik, selected areas of the cloth are blocked out by brushing or drawing hot wax
over them, and the cloth is then dyed. The parts covered in wax resist the dye and remain
the original colour. This process of waxing and dyeing can be repeated to create more
elaborate and colourful designs. After the final dyeing the wax is removed and the cloth is
ready for wearing or showing.
Contemporary batik, while owing much to the past, is markedly different from the more
traditional and formal styles. For example, the artist may use etching, discharge dyeing,
stencils, different tools for waxing and dyeing, wax recipes with different resist values and
work with silk, cotton, wool, leather, paper or even wood and ceramics.
Batik is historically the most expressive and subtle of the resist methods. The ever widening
range of techniques available offers the artist the opportunity to explore a unique process in
a flexible and exciting way.

Curated by: Loemboeng Batik

Tiga Negri - Three Countries
Several batik forms are referred to as three countries, and these combined the best styles and colors from several Javanese batik-making
towns, all of which participated in their production. Motifs and colors
of tiga negri batik are usually so distinctive that the origin of each piece
can be easily traced. Usually the first waxing and dyeing was done in a
north-coast town, the second waxing and final dyeing in central Java.
Three countries batik was expensive because it traveled farthest and was
thought to combine the best of all Javanese styles.
Signed by Tjoa
Origin: Solo C. 1940 - 1960
Size 250 cm x 105 cm

Grompol/Krompol refers to a cluster (referring to flowers or
fruit on a stock; persons or animals which group together)
This pattern has a philosophy to help each other; mutual
assistance in every event.

Origin: Tuban C. 1990
Kain Panjang
Size 290 cm x 90 cm
Handwoven
Handspun Yarn

Pandawa Lima
Contemporary motive illustrating the story of the famous Javanese
Wayang (puppet), Pandawa Lima: Yudhistira, Bima, Arjuna, Nakula,
and Sadewa.

Origin: Cirebon C. 2008
Size 240 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Tiga Negri - Three Countries
Several batik forms are referred to as three countries,
and these combined the best styles and colors from
several Javanese batik-making towns, all of which
participated in their production. Motifs and colors
of tiga negri batik are usually so distinctive that the
origin of each piece can be easily traced. Usually the
first waxing and dyeing was done in a north-coast
town, the second waxing and final dyeing in central
Java. Three countries batik was expensive because it
traveled farthest and was thought to combine the best
of all Javanese styles.
Signed by Tjoa

Origin: Solo C. 1940 - 1960
Size 250 cm x 105 cm

Pisang Bali
Pisang = Banana
Pisang Bali potrays hands of Balinese Bananas.
One kind of a motif that is derived from an Indonesian plant.

Origin: Solo C. 1990
Type: Sogan Kelir
Kain Panjang
Size 250 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Laba - Laba
According to an old proverb in Java, if there is a Spider
that comes to us (in our direction) in perfect condition, it'll bring us luck, either in health or wealth.

Origin: Solo C.1960
Size 250 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Kawung Pijetan
Pijetan: pressed
Inspired from a fruit; Lansium Domesticum.
Variant of Kawung, reflect the Javanese belief in a structural universe; the
cross in the center is thought to represent a universal source of energy.

Origin: Solo C. 1960
Size 250 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Alas - Alasan
Alas in Javanese language means jungle. Alas-alasan is a motif that
represent wildlife. As a reminder to preserve the nature of life.

Origin: Cirebon C. 1960
Kain Panjang
Size 250 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Peksi Urang-Urangan
Urang = shrimp/prawn/lobster. The Peksi Urang-urangan is a
bird which seeks its food in water, since it eats fish and other
inhabitants of the sea. This motif represent life in the wild.
Reminding people to stay in touch with nature.

Origin: Pekalongan C.1980
Sarong
Size 200 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Peksi Sikatan
Peksi: Bird
Sikatan: a bird which is known for its nimbles
when it strikes prey (caterpillar and locust).
This motif represent a dexterous personality.
Used in special occasion, mostly related to work.

Origin: Solo C. 1990
Kain Panjang
Size 250 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Gringsing
From ancient Javanese language
Gring: Sick
Sing: Not
This motif is used to cover an unhealthy person.
Belief by the Javanese people can bring health to it user.

Origin: Solo C. 1990
Kain Panjang
Size 250 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Sarung Encim
Batik Pasisir (batik from the north coastal area), came to include a wide range of styles
that were worn primarily by the Asian-born wives, concubines, and daugthers of Chinese, Arabian, or European settlers and their descendants.
After 1860 Pekalongan developed into the most important production center of
Indo-European batiks, which came to be known as Batik Belanda. The style contained
an element generally referred to as 'buketan' (decorated with bouquets), which has
been widely considered the essence of batik Pasisir ever since: large bouquets of
European stemmed flowers on the body and the border.

Sarung Encim C. 1940
Synthetic dye
Size 200 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Kawung Beton
Resembles the cross section of the Aren-palm fruit, with the crosses in the center of
each oval suggesting the seed of the fruit. It also looks like a four-petaled blossom,
a simplified lotus. This motif reflect the Javanese belief in a structured universe; the
cross in the the center is thought to represent a universal source of energy.

Origin: Kudus C. 1970
Kain Panjang
Size 250 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Kembang Jahe or Ginger flower.
Used as batik pattern for its beauty and rarely flowering periode. Reminding
people to be grateful for what they already have.

Origin: Banyumas C. 1960
Kain Panjang
Size 250 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Naga - Cendrawasih
A pagi - sore or “morning - evening” batik is the Javanese version of
reversible clothing. A little longer than a kain, the pagi-sore is divided
diagonally, each half with a distinctive design and color.

Origin: Juana or Rembang (Central Java) C. 1980
Size 275 cm x 105 cm
Primissima Cotton

Kawung
Created in the New Mataram Era by Sultan Mataram.
Kawung motif is inspired from palm tree seeds. The wearer is expected to be a useful figure
and can help the lives of a community and nation. Like a palm tree that is useful from the
leaves to the roots.
Geometric motifs in kawung represent balance in all directions.

Size 200 cm x 50 cm
Material: handwoven fabric made from handspun yarn
Dye: Indigo with tree bark extract

Rengganis
Rengganis is the name of a princess who by ancient Javanese society
was worshiped as a goddess because of her beauty.
Many legends about the Goddess Rengganis in each region in Java.
This motif consists of dots that make up the flowers.
Used by women as a symbol of beauty and to boost confidence.

Size 200 cm x 50 cm
Material: handwoven fabric from handspun yarn
Dye: Indigo with tree bark extract

Kemiri Kopong
A motive whose use is intended for protection. In Java there
is an ancient belief that empty candlenut can be used to trap
evil spirits. Often used as a talisman for children as well as
people who will travel.
Kemiri kopong dyed with very thick pure indigo extract that
believed to be able to resist bad things.
The shape of this motif describes the cleaved seeds of candlenut followed by the lines and dots that form the square as a
form of protection.

Size 200 cm x 50 cm
Material: handwoven fabric made from handspun yarn
Dye: Pure Indigo Extract

Lou Zeldis is an American who has lived in Indonesia for many years, working
with artisans to conserve jewelry and textile traditions (both batik and ikat). He
has been producing unique examples of modern handicraft in various mediums
using ancient techniques and material, working with living treasure artisans for
over a decade in wide-ranging cultural groups around the Indonesian archipelago.

Parang Blades
The parang is a type of machete or cleaver used across the Malay archipelago.

Parang Blades C. 2005
Size 96 cm x 40 cm
Material: 100% cotton
Dye: Natural Dyes

Bella 1 - Beautiful
Hand-drawn batik in traditional sarong.

Bella 1 C. 2002
Size 96 cm x 40 cm
Material: 100% cotton
Dye: Natural Dyes

Stadium - Tukiyam
Hand-drawn batik in traditional sarong.

Seta dium - Tukiyam C. 2011
Size 96 cm x 40 cm
Material: 100% cotton
Dye: Natural Dyes

Sarong, usually sewn together at the ends, is only two yards long (180 cm). A sarong
has a ‘body’, or badan, and a ‘head’, or kepala. The badan is about three-quarters the
length of the sarong. The kepala is a wide perpendicular band, usually in the middle
or at the end of the sarong. Sometimes the kepala has two rows of equilateral triangles
running down each side with the points of the triangles facing each other, much like
backgammon board; this design is called a tumpal.
Kain panjang, or “long cloth”, often simply called kain, is an ankle-length batik about
forty inches wide (107 cm) and about two and a half to three yards long (about 250
cm). The entire surface is decorated, often with borders at the shorter ends. Worn by
both men and women, a kain is usually considered more formal than a sarong. When
worn by women, it is usually wrapped left over right, sometimes with narrow pleats in
the front; men usually wear a kain with broader front pleats, wrapping it loosely right
over left.
Pagi-sore or “morning-evening” batik is the Javanese version of reversible clothing.
A little longer than a kain, the pagi sore is divided diagonally, each half with a
distinctive design and color. It is a simple matter to arrange the same cloth for two
strikingly different effects.
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